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Airstar Bank Launches “Streamlined Corporate Account”  

With Account Opening in 48 Hours at the Earliest3 

 

From August 2023, Airstar Bank (hereafter referred to as "the Bank"), a virtual bank in Hong Kong, officially launched 

its Stellar Corporate Banking Services, further expanding its diverse services to various customers and supporting 

inclusive finance in Hong Kong. 

Airstar Bank understands the need for efficiency that SMEs have when opening accounts. Therefore, the Bank has 

specifically developed the "Streamlined Corporate Account" for SMEs registered and operating in Hong Kong. This 

initiative aims to deliver a quick, convenient, and effective account opening experience. By streamlining the process, 

the Bank has eliminated the need for traditional face-to-face meetings1, allowing businesses to apply remotely and no 

requirement for business proof2, thereby significantly reducing the time it takes to open an account. The Bank is able to 

open accounts for businesses within 48 hours at the earliest3, swiftly addressing the immediate operational needs of 

businesses at the outset. 

 

The "Streamlined Corporate Account" offers services that include: 

- Multi-currency savings account4, accommodating HKD, USD, and CNY, which caters to the multi-currency transactional 

needs of businesses. 

- Local fund transfer services that ensure corporate funds remain liquid, thus boosting operational efficiency. 

- No account management fees, which lighten the financial load for SMEs. 

- No minimum balance requirement, offering increased financial agility. 

- Extra low minimum initial time deposit from HKD 1,000, catering to the varied deposit needs of businesses.  

 

We are dedicated to providing SMEs with broad and adaptable financial support through the "Streamlined Corporate 

Account," assisting them in the efficient management of their finances and the advancement of their business operations.  

 

For more information about Airstar Bank's corporate banking services, please contact our customer service team at 

(852) 3718 1818 or visit the Airstar Bank Corporate Banking webpage (https://www.airstarbank.com/en-

hk/corporate.html). 

 

 

Remarks: 1. Applicant, sole owner, partners, Authorized Person(s) and major ultimate beneficial owner(s) with over 25% 

shareholding (applicable according to respective company types) must hold a personal bank account in Airstar Bank. 

2. The Bank reserves the right to require business proof depending on the actual situation. 

3. Actual time will differ depending on individual circumstances. 

4. Multi-currency savings accounts that support HKD/USD/CNY savings and fund transfer. 
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